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Abstract 

The application of terahertz pulsed imaging (TPI) in the in-line configuration to monitor the 

coating thickness distribution of pharmaceutical tablets has the potential to improve the 

performance and quality of the spray coating process. In this study, an in-line TPI method is used 

to measure coating thickness distributions on pre-coated tablets during mixing in a rotating pan, 

and compared with results obtained numerically using the discrete element method (DEM) 

combined with a ray-tracing technique. The hit rates (i.e. the number of successful coating 

thickness measurements per minute) obtained from both terahertz in-line experiments and the 

DEM/ray-tracing simulations are in good agreement, and both increase with the number of baffles 

in the mixing pan. We demonstrate that the coating thickness variability as determined from the 

ray-traced data and the terahertz in-line measurements represents mainly the intra-tablet variability 

due to relatively uniform mean coating thickness across tablets. The mean coating thickness of the 

ray-traced data from the numerical simulations agrees well with the mean coating thickness as 

determined by the off-line TPI measurements. The mean coating thickness of in-line TPI 

measurements is slightly higher than that of off-line measurements. This discrepancy can be 

corrected based on the cap-to-band surface area ratio of the tablet and the cap-to-band sampling 

ratio obtained from ray-tracing simulations: the corrected mean coating thickness of the in-line 

TPI measurements shows a better agreement with that of off-line measurements.  

 

Keywords: terahertz in-line sensing; terahertz pulsed imaging; coating thickness variability; 
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1. Introduction 

Pharmaceutical tablets are commonly coated with one or multiple polymeric film layers for 

cosmetic and functional purposes (Ho et al., 2007; Turton, 2008). The tablet coating process is 

typically performed inside a rotating pan coater in order to facilitate good mixing of the tablets. 

The final coating thickness distribution is critical in determining the quality of the process and 

final products (Brock et al., 2013a, 2013b; Freireich et al., 2015; Ketterhagen, 2011). In order to 

monitor and control the manufacturing process, a non-destructive in-line sensing method can be 

desirable to provide real-time feedback information on the coating thickness of tablets. Various 

in-line techniques have been developed to measure the coating thickness, including near-infrared 

(NIR) spectroscopy (Moes et al., 2008; Möltgen et al., 2012; Pérez-Ramos et al., 2005), Raman 

spectroscopy (Wirges et al., 2013), optical coherence tomography (OCT) (Markl et al., 2015), 

terahertz pulsed imaging (TPI) (May et al., 2011) and more recently, a combination of TPI and 

OCT (Lin et al., 2017). 

In-line sensing with TPI has the advantage that it is a calibration-free method, apart from having 

to measure the refractive index of the coating material (Haaser et al., 2013; Lin et al., 2015b; Shen, 

2011). In contrast, NIR and Raman spectroscopy typically measure the coating thickness indirectly 

by using a multivariate model, which relates the measured attenuation of spectral features 

originating from a coating or a core constituent to a reference measurement (e.g. coating 

thickness). Both of these methods rely on calibration models to relate the measured features to the 

coating thickness prior to the in-line measurement. X-ray computed tomography is another 

technique to quantify the absolute coating thickness, which in turn can be used to calculate 

refractive indices at terahertz or optical frequencies. (Lin et al., 2017). However, TPI is 

fundamentally different from the spectroscopic methods as it provides depth-resolved information 



to directly measure the coating thickness. In this latter technique, a terahertz pulse is focused on 

the surface of the tablet, where a substantial part of the radiation is reflected. However, a fraction 

of the terahertz radiation penetrates the polymeric material and is then reflected at the interface 

between the coating layer and the tablet core due to the difference in refractive indices between 

these two media. The time difference between the two reflected pulses is measured and used to 

determine the thickness of the coating layer, knowing the refractive index of the coating material. 

In-line sensing with terahertz radiation has been used previously to monitor the tablet pan coating 

process (May et al., 2011). In that work, a terahertz sensor was positioned at the side of the rotating 

pan coater in order to focus terahertz pulses onto the inner surface of the perforated pan. The 

terahertz pulse was either reflected by the metallic pan, or passed through the perforations and 

reflected back by a tablet to the receiver lens. The average coating thickness obtained from this 

terahertz in-line method agreed well with off-line measurements from all pixels of the TPI coating 

maps generated over the entire surface of 20-30 tablets (May et al., 2011). The work also revealed 

a comparable thickness distribution to off-line measurements with a slightly larger variance, which 

indicates that the in-line method can measure the coating thickness distribution within the tablet 

bed during the coating process.  

However, a single terahertz in-line measurement only originates from a single spot on a tablet 

within the coating pan. Under normal process conditions, it is generally not possible to determine 

the particular tablet and the precise spot on that tablet from which the measurement was taken. 

Therefore, it is not straightforward to establish whether the coating thickness distribution from the 

terahertz in-line method corresponds to either inter- or intra-tablet coating thickness distribution, 

or indeed a mixture of the two. Such knowledge would be very useful for assessing the coating 

quality and developing deeper process understanding. In order to determine what type of coating 



thickness distribution is represented by the terahertz in-line measurements, the location where the 

terahertz beam hits on the tablet must be identified more precisely. To fulfil this purpose 

experimentally, OCT was recently implemented into an in-line system together with TPI to 

monitor the spray coating of tablets in a coating pan (Lin et al., 2017). Due to a much higher 

sampling frequency, OCT can measure the coating thickness along a line on the surface of the 

sample as opposed to only a single point on each tablet. Given the known geometry of the tablets 

in the coating pan, this information provides some indication of the location of the measurement 

spot on the surface of the tablet. However, as we have recently demonstrated (Lin et al., 2017), 

OCT measurements can be compromised by scattering from pigmentation particles in the coating 

material. The method is only able to measure relatively thin coatings reliably (e.g. < 80 µm). The 

longer wavelength of terahertz radiation compared to that of near-infrared light as used in OCT 

instruments renders TPI more suitable to assess thick coatings layers (Lin et al., 2015a). 

Analytical and numerical modelling methods (Freireich and Wassgren, 2010; Toschkoff et al., 

2013, 2015; Freireich et al., 2015; Boehling et al., 2016; Pei and Elliott, 2017), using the discrete 

element method (DEM), have recently been employed to investigate inter- and intra-tablet 

variability during the coating process. Freireich et al. (2015) used glued spheres (multi-spheres) to 

model the shape of the tablet and calculated the dynamics of tablets in a rotating pan. The positions 

and orientations of multi-spheres from each DEM simulation were mapped onto the tablets of 

which surfaces were meshed into triangular elements. Each of these triangular elements was 

indexed with a specific colour and visualised on a 2-D image which is a projection following the 

spray direction. Based on the position and colour of each pixel in the image, and whether the 

corresponding triangular element is in the specified spray area within each frame of the DEM 

simulation, the coating mass transfer is simulated by adding a uniform amount of coating to each 



triangular element. The intra- and inter-tablet coating thickness distributions can then be analysed 

based on the values of the coating thickness on each triangular element. Using this image analysis 

method, the overlap between triangular elements with respect to the spray direction (shadow 

effect/depth test) can be considered. Therefore, each pixel in this method essentially represents a 

ray following the spray direction from the spray nozzle to the tablet surface. This method ensures 

that mass transfer is only applied to surface elements of the tablet that are not obstructed by other 

tablets in the tablet bed of the coater. The ray-tracing method can also be explicitly implemented 

to represent trajectories of discrete spray droplets (Toschkoff et al., 2015, 2013; Pei and Elliott, 

2017). In this method, the spray droplets are allowed to accumulate on the tablet surface where the 

locations of accumulations are the intersection points calculated from the direction of the ray and 

the position of the tablet. On the other hand, with the growing interest of in-line measurement for 

process understanding and control, the explicit ray tracing method based on these intersection 

points can provide detailed coating thickness information from coated tablets for comparison 

against experimental measurements.  

In this paper, the coating thickness of film-coated tablets mixing in a laboratory scale perforated 

coating pan is measured using the terahertz in-line method. In order to obtain and analyse the 

relationship between in-line measurements and intra- and inter-tablet coating thickness 

distributions, DEM and ray-tracing methods are implemented to model the mixing and terahertz 

in-line sampling processes. The hit rates and coating thickness distributions from the terahertz in-

line measurements are analysed and compared with the numerical analysis and off-line 

measurements. 

 

 



 

2. Methodology  

2.1 Experimental coating thickness measurements 

The coated tablets were prepared in a side-vented pan coater (BFC5, L.B. Bohle, Germany) using 

biconvex placebo cores (tablet radius 4 mm, radius of curvature 9 mm, centre thickness 4 mm). 

The tablet weighed 222.1 mg in average with a standard deviation of 4.0 mg. The coating 

formulation consisted of 75% Walocel HM5 PA2910 (Hypromellose, Wolff Cellulosics, 

Germany) and 25% polyethylene glycol 1500 (wt % solids).  

The experimental measurements were divided into 2 sets: off-line and in-line. In the off-line 

measurement, the coating thickness maps covering the surfaces of 24 coated tablets were measured 

by TPI for the comparison with the terahertz in-line measurement. A TPI Imaga 2000 system 

(TeraView Ltd., Cambridge, UK) was used to perform the off-line measurements as described in 

detail by Shen and Taday (2008). During the measurement, each tablet was scanned using a six-

axis robot system to ensure that the terahertz beam was in focus and perpendicular to the tablet 

surface. Mapping of the whole tablet surface was performed using a point-to-point scan at a lateral 

resolution of 200 µm. The coating thickness, h, was calculated as: 

      (1) 

where Dt is the time-of-flight from the tablet surface to the coating interface; c is the speed of light 

in vacuum; and n is the refractive index of the coating material, which is taken as 1.5 in this study 

(Russe et al., 2012) for the coating formulation as described above at the terahertz frequencies. 
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In the in-line measurement, 50 g of coated tablets (approximately 230 in number) were loaded into 

a bespoke lab-scale coating pan that was designed and commissioned for terahertz in-line 

measurement as shown in Figure 1 (Lin et al., 2017). Since the terahertz sensor is fixed in the TPI 

Imaga 2000, the coating pan was designed to fit inside the enclosure of the TPI Imaga 2000 system, 

where the terahertz sensor was located perpendicular to the centre of the coating pan. The 

perforated coating pan had a wall thickness of 2 mm and an overall diameter (Dd) of 150 mm while 

each circular perforation had a diameter of 4.2 mm. Perforation patterning resulted in a 45% 

opening of the external surface of the pan. 

The 1.2 litre coating pan was additionally fitted with 1, 3 and 6 drive bars (baffles) to facilitate the 

mixing of the tablet bed. It should be noted that the simple tubular baffle design used in this study 

does not realistically reflect the complex designs used in the pharmaceutical industry. They are 

primarily used to lift the tablets up to the measurement position and increase the frequency of 

measurement for comparison with DEM. Each baffle has a length of 70 mm corresponding to the 

longitudinal axis of the coating pan, a thickness of 6.2 mm and a width of 8 mm towards the centre 

of the coating pan. 

The rotational movement of the coater was driven by an A-max 32 permanent magnet DC motor 

with a closed loop speed control (Maxon Motor AG, Switzerland) at 15 rpm. To ensure that the 

generated terahertz pulses were focused onto the surface of tablets inside the coating pan, the 

sensor was kept at a fixed distance that matched the 7 mm focal length of the terahertz sensor 

optics from the inner wall of the coating pan. Taking into account the distance of travel on the 

mesh and the tablet tangential speed, reflected terahertz time-domain waveforms were recorded at 

a rate of 30 Hz (acquisition time of a single waveform was 33.3 ms) with no signal averaging to 

ensure that the likelihood of multiple measurements on a single tablet is minimised. Each 



experiment was limited to 10 minutes in duration so as to reduce the amount of attrition of the 

coated tablets. The terahertz beam was incident on the tablet surface at an angle of 30°. The 

acquired measurements were saved and processed off-line (Matlab R2015b; The MathWorks Inc., 

Natick, MA) using the previously presented analysis algorithm (May et al. 2010, Lin et al. 2015b) 

with the settings for the selection criteria determined based on the off-line analysis of the coated 

tablets. In this study, we performed only mixing of film-coated tablets, while the in-line 

measurement of tablet coating process using TPI and OCT was recently demonstrated using the 

same equipment by Lin et al. (2017). 

 

2.2 Numerical model of in-line measurement 

The numerical study is divided into two stages. In the first stage, the dynamics of tablets during 

mixing was modelled using Discrete Element Method (DEM) simulations, and in the second stage, 

as a post-processing step, a ray-tracing method (Toschkoff et al., 2015, 2013; Pei and Elliott, 2017) 

was applied to the outputs of DEM simulations to trace the trajectory of the terahertz ray and detect 

its intersection with the tablet. 

DEM simulations were employed to model the mixing behaviour of tablets in a rotating pan as 

shown in Figure 2. The shape of the tablet in DEM was approximated using the multi-sphere 

method to ensure the effects of the tablet shape on the dynamics of tablets during mixing were 

accounted for (Pei et al., 2015). The pan was discretised into 332 triangular elements while the 3D 

model of the tablet from the experiment was meshed into triangles and then 14 constituent spheres 

were used to approximately mimic the shape of the meshed tablet as shown in Figure 3. The choice 

for the number of triangular elements for the pan and for constituent spheres for the tablet was 



based on a trade-off between faithfully representing the shape and mechanics of the objects while 

minimising the computational time. The open source software package LIGGGHTS 3.1.0 (Kloss 

et al., 2012) was used to compute the dynamics of the multi-sphere objects (tablets) in the mixing 

process. The contact between constituent spheres from different tablets was calculated based on 

the Hertz-Mindlin contact model (Di Renzo and Di Maio, 2004). The multi-spheres were treated 

as rigid bodies that follow Newton’s second law of motion using a quaternion rigid body algorithm.  

In the simulation, 230 multi-sphere tablets with a total mass of 50 g were deposited into the pan 

and mixed as the pan rotates at 15 rpm. The positions and quaternion orientations of multi-spheres 

were exported at every 0.033 s corresponding to the 30 Hz sampling frequency of terahertz 

measurement, and then mapped onto the meshed tablets for further ray-tracing analysis. 1, 3 and 

6 baffles were used respectively to investigate the effect of baffles on the mixing process. Further 

to the geometrical dimensions of tablets and the pan, other properties of the tablet and pan used as 

part of the simulation are listed in Table 1. The interaction parameters, especially the coefficient 

of friction, vary with the material type as reported by previous experimental studies (Hancock et 

al., 2010; Suzzi et al., 2012). Hancock et al. (2010) suggested that the tablet-polymer/steel friction 

coefficient varies from 0.0 to 0.74 according to the material and surface properties while Suzzi et 

al. (2012) showed that the coefficient of restitution between tablets and marble plate is 0.74 with 

a standard deviation of 0.03. As the coating pan is equipped with baffles, the influence of 

coefficient of friction is relatively minor, and was set to 0.5 for all simulations.  

The off-line coating thickness of an example tablet measured from TPI was mapped onto a meshed 

tablet using a triangulation-based nearest neighbour interpolation method (Matlab R2017, The 

Mathworks Inc., Natick, MA) as shown in Figure 4. Based on the data from the 24 off-line 

measured tablets, 24 coating maps were projected onto the tablet mesh developed for the ray-



tracing simulation, and the 24 coating thickness maps were uniformly distributed across the 230 

tablets. 

After DEM simulation, the ray-tracing method was used to sample the coating thickness of tablets 

in the rotating pan and the numerically sampled data were compared with the in-line TPI 

measurements. In order to model the trajectory of the terahertz beam, three ray-tracing approaches, 

including normal, oblique and reflection modes, were introduced as shown in Figure 5. The normal 

incoming ray was set to be perpendicular to the pan while the oblique incoming ray exhibited an 

angle of incidence, θ, with respect to the normal direction. For these two modes, the tracing process 

was ended if the incoming ray did not result in any intersection with any triangle on any tablet. In 

reflection mode, the incoming ray was incident at an ‘oblique’ direction. When the incoming ray 

had an intersection point with a triangle on a tablet, the ray was reflected based on the orientation 

(normal direction) of the intersected triangle.  

A hit with respect to each mode was recorded when the normal distance between the probe and 

the intersection point is in the range of 7 to 10 mm, loosely corresponding the focal length of TPI 

(see Appendix A). In the case of reflection mode, the reflected ray must additionally reflect back 

to the receiver lens within the diameter of Dr (= 8 mm) without being obstructed by another tablet. 

The recorded hits on the tablets in turn correspond to the thickness values of the intersected 

triangles. Therefore, the coating thickness distribution from the ray-tracing method can be further 

used to analyse the inter- and intra-tablet variability based on their locations and compare with the 

terahertz in-line measurements.  

 

 



 

 

 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1 Comparison of hit rates between simulations and in-line experiments 

Figure 6 compares the hit rates obtained from the above-mentioned three ray-tracing modes with 

in-line experiments. For all ray tracing modes, the hit rate increases with increasing number of 

mixing baffles, while the direct detection modes, including normal and oblique modes, result in 

higher hit rate than the reflection mode. In this study, small number of tablets and baffles are used 

in the experiments and simulations. The tablets can roll between baffles without reaching the 

height of the incoming ray during the pan rotation. A ‘hit’ can only be obtained when the tablet is 

lifted high enough by the baffle to have an interaction with the incoming ray. Therefore, more 

baffles lead to a larger probability for a hit. Besides the restriction on the focal length, a successful 

reflection measurement can only be acquired when the reflected ray hits the receiver. This 

significantly decreases the chance to have a hit in the reflection mode. It is worth mentioning that 

both experiments and simulations can resolve the hit rate at a specific time interval as indicated by 

Figure 6 which shows that the distribution of hit rates from simulation at each time interval is 

within the range of experimental data. Nevertheless, it can be seen that the reflection mode agrees 

well with the experimental data within the range of ±2s, where s is the calculated standard 

deviation. This indicates that the sampling process in reflection mode matches the experimental 

process. In the following analysis, all ray-traced data are from the reflection mode unless explicitly 

stated otherwise.  



 

 

 

3.2 Spatial distribution of hits from simulations 

The numerical model combined with the ray-tracing method provides valuable insights into the 

origin of the thickness measurement, which cannot be obtained from terahertz in-line experiments 

alone. As shown in Figure 7, the spatial distribution of hits can be determined within the ray-

tracing simulation and aggregated onto a representative tablet over the entire 5 minute simulation 

time. This information can be used to distinguish between the number of hits from the caps and 

that from the band. Therefore, the cap-to-band sample ratio, which is the number of hits on caps 

divided by that on the band, can be calculated from the hit distribution. Figure 8 shows the cap-to-

band sample ratio obtained from the ray-tracing method during mixing. The cap-to-band sampling 

ratio is calculated as the number of hits on the cap divided by the number of hits on the band. Since 

the hit can be from either the cap or the band, at the beginning of the simulation, the cap-to-band 

sampling ratio fluctuates with the hit location. However, as the numbers of hits from the cap and 

band accumulate and become large enough (for 3 and 6 baffles), the cap-to-band sampling ratio 

approaches to an asymptotic value. It is noticeable that the cap-to-band sample ratio varies with 

the number of baffles. The influence of the number of baffles on the cap-to-band sample ratio does 

not demonstrate a systematic trend in this study due to a small number of tablets and relatively 

short measurement time. Nevertheless, the cap-to-band sample ratios with various numbers of 

baffles are generally higher than the dashed line which represents the cap-to-band surface area 

ratio. This means in the ray-tracing (simulating the terahertz in-line sensing) process, the caps have 



a relatively higher chance to be measured than the band. Assuming that the terahertz in-line 

experiments have the same cap-to-band sampling ratios as the ray-tracing simulations, the cap-to-

band sampling ratios should be further corrected to match the cap-to-band surface area ratio to 

avoid the biased sampling.  

 

3.3 Comparison of ray-traced data with off-line coating thickness measurements 

Figure 9 shows the comparison of the coating thickness distribution between the TPI off-line 

measurements and ray-traced data with various number of baffles. Using the Anderson-Darling k-

sample test (Scholz and Stephens, 1987) for ray-traced data and off-line measurements, p-values 

are 0.008, 0.3 and 0.06 for 1, 3 and 6 baffles, respectively. For a significance level of 0.05, the ray-

traced data from 3 and 6 baffles can match off-line measurements while the ray-traced data from 

1 baffle shows statistical difference from off-line measurements. In other words, the match 

between off-line measurements and ray-traced data becomes better with larger number of baffles. 

A larger number of baffles leads to a larger number of hits, promotes the mixing of tablets during 

the process and thus enhances the randomness of sampling (see Appendix B).  

 

3.4 Comparison of ray-traced data with in-line measurements 

Figure 10 compares the ray-traced data against the results from the terahertz in-line sensing. The 

coating thickness distributions from simulations and experiments are centred around 60 to 70 µm. 

However, the ray-traced data have smaller coating thickness down to 20 µm while the in-line 

measurements contain coating thickness values up to 100 µm. In this study, the ray-traced data is 



based on the off-line measurements from 24 coated tablets as shown in Figure 9. The mean coating 

thickness of tablet i, , from off-line TPI measurements can be calculated as: 

 (2) 

where  is the coating thickness of tablet i at pixel j;  is the number of pixels from the 

terahertz image of the tablet i. The mean coating thickness of Nt (= 24) tablets is given by 

      (3) 

With the mean coating thickness of each tablet, the inter-tablet coating variability, 𝑆, can be 

defined as: 

  (4) 

For each tablet, the intra-tablet coating variability is the relative standard deviation (RSD) to its 

own mean coating thickness, which can be calculated as: 

  (5) 

In order to characterise the intra-tablet coating variability of all tablets, a mean intra-tablet 

coating variability can be defined as:  

  (6) 
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For both in-line and ray-traced data, the mean coating thickness can be calculated as: 

  (7) 

where  is the coating thickness at measurement j; NI is the total number of in-line or ray-traced 

measurements. The RSD for in-line measurements can be defined as: 

  (8) 

Figure 11 shows the mean coating thickness and the RSD of the coating thickness distribution 

from ray-traced data and in-line measurements during the mixing process. The variations between 

each minute from simulations and experiments are relatively small during the mixing process. In 

general, the mean coating thickness and RSD of ray-traced data are smaller (5% - 10%) than those 

of the corresponding in-line measurements. The ray-traced data with 1 baffle have a slightly larger 

mean coating thickness and smaller RSD, compared to ray-traced data with 3 and 6 baffles, 

especially at the beginning of simulations. This is possibly because the ray-tracing data with 1 

baffle result in a smaller number of hits, which by chance gives a slight difference as discussed the 

above section. It also shows that in the last 2 minutes of the process, as the number of hits increases, 

the mean coating thickness from ray-traced data with 1 baffle starts to decrease and the RSD 

increases.  

The mean thickness, inter- and mean intra-tablet variability from the off-line measurements are 

59.1 µm, 0.036 and 0.21, respectively (see Appendix C). The mean thicknesses and RSD of ray-

traced data and in-line measurements at the end of simulations and experiments are shown in Table 

2. For the mean thickness, the ray-traced data is similar to the off-line measurements since the ray-
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traced data can represent the off-line measurements as shown in Figure 9. However, the in-line 

measurements is slightly higher (4-10%) than the off-line and ray-traced data, which agrees with 

previous experiments (May et al., 2010). In terahertz in-line measurement, the tablet is moving 

during the sampling. In order to distinguish the two signal peaks from the reflections on the tablet 

surface and coating interface as discussed in Section 2 Methodology, it requires a relatively 

conservative acceptance criteria that the thickness under 30 µm will be considered unreliable and 

ignored. In addition, the off-line measurements are from a small number of randomly selected 

tablets (24 tablets), which may cause certain variance between the two sets of data.  

In principle, the coating thickness distribution from the in-line experiments is a combined result 

of the coating thickness difference within each tablet (intra-tablet variability) and across all tablets 

(inter-tablet variability). However, for these coated tablets, the intra-tablet variability (0.21) is 

much larger than the inter-tablet variability (0.036) by almost one order of magnitude, which 

indicates that mean coating thicknesses of off-line tablets are relatively equal. In other words, the 

intra-tablet coating thickness distribution plays a dominant role in the coating thickness variability 

of in-line measurements. In in-line measurements, the hits are from different locations (e.g. caps 

and band) on different tablets as indicated in Figure 7. In other words, since the difference of mean 

coating thicknesses between tablets are negligible, it can be considered that the variability of the 

in-line data is mainly the intra-tablet coating thickness distribution within the tablet. Therefore, the 

RSD of ray-traced and in-line data is close to the value of intra-tablet variability as shown in Table 

2.  

As discussed in above sections, the mean coating thickness of in-line measurements is slightly 

larger than that of off-line and ray-traced data. According to Figure 8, and assuming that the ray-

tracing simulations can represent the terahertz in-line experiments, the cap-to-band sample ratio is 



higher than the cap-to-band surface area ratio in both methods. At the same time, off-line 

measurements show that the coating thickness (62.4 µm in average) of the cap is higher than that 

(53.7 µm in average) of the band. The combination of these two situations can cause biased 

statistical results. In order to correct this, due to the coating thickness difference between the cap 

and band, the cap-to-band sample ratio should be equal to the cap-to-band surface area ratio. In 

particular, the ray-traced data from the cap of tablets is randomly re-sampled to ensure that the 

ratio of the number of re-sampled data from the cap to the number of ray-traced data from the band 

of tablets is equal to the cap-to-band surface area ratio. The comparisons between the original and 

re-sampled ray-traced data are shown in Figure 10. Generally, the re-sampled data become less 

concentrated in categories of 60 and 70 µm than the original ray-traced data. 

In Table 2, each statistics (e.g. mean thickness and RSD) from corrected (re-sampled) ray-traced 

data are calculated from 6 sets of randomly re-sampled data to minimise possible bias from the re- 

sampling process. It can be seen that the corrected mean thickness and RSD of the re-sampled data 

are closer to the off-line measurement. Based on the ratio of corrected statistics of re-sampled data 

to the statistics of original ray-traced data, the statistics of in-line measurements can also be 

corrected as:  

      (9) 

where µi is the original in-line statistics (e.g. mean thickness and RSD); µrc and µr are the corrected 

statistics of re-sampled ray-traced data and the statistics of original ray-traced data, respectively. 

As shown in Tables 2, the corrected mean thickness is generally smaller than the original data and 

closer to the off-line measurement, while the corrected RSD is slightly larger than the original in-

line RSD. According to the DEM analysis, the original ray-traced data (in-line measurements) 
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have a larger cap-to-band sampling ratio, which means more hits are from the cap of tablets with 

a larger coating thickness. This leads to a larger mean coating thickness of the original data than 

that of resampled data. On the other hand, since the re-sampled data follows the cap-to-band 

surface area ratio which is smaller than the original cap-to-band sampling ratio, the data become 

more dispersed over the cap and band, and therefore the RSD of the re-sampled (in-line) data is 

larger. Nevertheless, this data analysis demonstrates that the DEM and ray-traced data can provide 

a detailed information to further investigate the terahertz in-line measurements.  

The DEM simulation of multi-sphere tablets may show some discrepancy from the actual process 

of tablets with smooth surfaces, especially for the orientation of tablets as mentioned by the 

reviewer. Theoretical studies (Höhner et al., 2011) indicate that the temporal force evolution of the 

multi-sphere model shows some differences from that of the meshed model (polyhedron) during 

collisions. On the other hand, recent researches (Pasha et al., 2016) have shown that the multi-

sphere model can achieve statistical agreement with the experiments in particle mixing/blending. 

In this paper, the hit rates from simulations match those from experiments. If there is a large 

discrepancy between the simulations and experiments regarding the orientation of tablets, the hit 

rate could vary to reflect the discrepancy. Therefore, in this study, we assume that DEM 

simulations can approximate the actual process. However, further detailed investigation will be 

conducted. 

In this study, the presented modelling method assumes that the ray can be reflected from any 
interface without any energy loss. Therefore, it does not depend on the material properties and is 
generally applicable. The uniqueness of terahertz is it can penetrate through polymer-based coatings 
and is insensitive to pigments that would otherwise hinder optical-based techniques. Readers are 
recommended to prior published works where a wide range of coating and core materials have been 
used (Brock, Brock, Ho, Lin2017, Lin2015, May, Russe, Shen11).  
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4. Conclusions 

In this study, terahertz in-line sensing was employed to measure the coating thickness distribution 

during the mixing process of pharmaceutical film-coated tablets in a rotating pan. DEM combined 

with a ray-tracing approach was used to model and analyse the in-line coating thickness 

measurements.  

The reflection mode of the ray-tracing method was able to quantitatively predict the hit rate in 

experiments, which increased with an increasing number of baffles in the coating drum for the 

geometries used in this study.  

The coating thickness distribution from the ray-tracing method was found to be in a good 

agreement with the off-line coating thickness measurements. The mean coating thickness from the 

terahertz in-line measurements was 4-10% larger than that of ray-traced data. As the inter-tablet 

coating thickness variability was relatively low in this work, the relative standard deviation from 

the ray-tracing method and terahertz in-line experiments represents the intra-tablet coating 

thickness variability.  

The ray-tracing method can also be used to further explore the cap-to-band sample ratio, which 

can be combined with the cap-to-band surface area ratio to correct the ray-traced and in-line 

measurements. The corrected mean thicknesses of ray-traced and in-line data were closer to the 

off-line measurements than original data, while the corrected RSDs of ray-traced and in-line data 

were slightly larger than original data.  

This study has demonstrated how discrete element method can be combined with the ray-tracing 

method in order to model and explain the terahertz in-line measurement of a pharmaceutical 

process. Whilst terahertz in-line sensing was used in this work, without a loss of generality, other 



in-line measurement modalities combined with these numerical models could provide fundamental 

understanding to future industrial process control. 
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Appendix A 

As introduced in the Methodology section, at some areas (of caps and band), the surface of the 

constitute sphere is higher than the meshed surface area. In addition, the surface of the drum is 

divided into triangular elements. Both of these setups will lead to a relatively larger normal 

distance between the meshed tablet and the curved drum surface. For instance, after the position 

and orientation of meshed tablets are mapped from multi-spheres, there is usually a distance 

between the meshed tablet and drum surface, such as when the multi-sphere is laying on the drum 

surface. This distance will be added to the normal distance between the meshed tablet and terahertz 

sensor when there is a hit. In other words, when there is a hit, the normal distance between the 



meshed tablet and terahertz sensor in modelling is usually larger than the focal range (e.g. 7 ± 0.5 

mm) which is corresponding to the Rayleigh range of the optics in experiments. 

Figure A.1 shows the variation of hit rate against the normal distance limit between the meshed 

tablet and terahertz sensor in ray-tracing simulations. For all numbers of baffles, the hit rate 

increases when a larger normal distance (focal length) limit is chosen for the ray-tracing 

simulation. At about 9 mm, the hit rate becomes stable. As discussed above, the normal distance 

between the meshed tablet and terahertz sensor in modelling is usually larger than the focal range 

in experiments. In order to compare the modelling against experimental measurements, a larger 

limit of 10 mm (> 9 mm) is chosen. As shown in Figure 6, the hit rate from modelling data agrees 

with the experimental data. On the other hand, this also indicates that the normal distance between 

the meshed tablet and terahertz sensor in modelling is generally larger than the focus length in 

experiments by 1 – 2 mm.  

 

Appendix B 

Due to the relatively large number of tablets in the drum, in this study, it is not realistic to measure 

the coating thickness distribution of the entire tablet population in an off-line configuration. 

Therefore, 24 tablets measured off-line are mapped to every 24 DEM tablets until the total 230 

tablets are mapped. The randomness of the detection over the 24 off-line tablets, which can be 

considered as the population of DEM and ray-tracing simulations, can influence the detected 

coating thickness distribution. The ray-tracing method is able to distinguish which assigned off-

line tablet the intersected tablet belongs to. Figure B.1 shows the frequency at which the 24 tablets 

measured off-line were actually detected from a population of 230 tablets by ray-tracing. For one 



baffle, the total number of hits is smaller than those from larger numbers of baffles (i.e. 3 and 6) 

in 5 min simulations, as the hit rate decreases with smaller number of baffles. Even though, almost 

all 24 off-line tablets are detected with one baffle, while with larger number of baffles (e.g. 3 and 

6), all 24 off-line tablets are got hit. As a further assessment on randomness using the chi-squared 

test, p-values for all cases, which resulted in values of 0.12, 0.57 and 0.93 for 1, 3 and 6 baffles, 

are larger than the significance level (i.e. 0.05). This indicates the tablet mixing process in the 

coating pan can be considered as random. Clearly, a larger number of baffles leads to a larger p-

value and a better mixing process, which allows the ray-tracing process to obtain a coating 

thickness distribution closer to the population (off-line data) as shown in Figure 9. It should be 

noted that these results are obtained from a lab scale setup and the terahertz sensor is located 

perpendicular to the centre of the coating pan at the horizontal position (De/2). For an industrial 

process, a larger coating pan can lead to a different mixing regime especially when baffles with 

complex shapes are involved. Nevertheless, this study demonstrated that, with appropriate 

modelling and experimental setup, the DEM combined with the ray-tracing method is capable of 

capturing the population of coating thickness distribution.  

 

Appendix C 

Figure C.1 shows the mean coating thicknesses of 24 off-line measured tablets. The mean value 

of the 24 mean coating thicknesses is 59.1 µm. The relative standard deviation of the mean coating 

thicknesses, which is defined as the inter-tablet coating variability, is 0.036. Figure C.2 shows the 

intra-tablet coating variabilities of 24 off-line measured tablets. The intra-tablet coating variability 

of each tablet is calculated by Eq. (5) from the coating thicknesses on triangles as shown in Figure 



4. The mean intra-tablet coating variability of 24 tablets is 0.21. In this study, the intra-tablet 

variability is larger than the inter-tablet variability.  
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